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Summer 2013

Economic expansion and widespread
real estate demand driving new
developments into the future

San Francisco’s booming technology industry has led to great economic expansion and fueled widespread real estate growth and demand.
Will the economy and real estate market continue on this upward trajectory, or is the market nearing its peak?
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Background
During the depths of the recession, San Francisco’s largest and most
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of employees or ceased operations entirely. Vacancy rates were skyrocketing,
while rental rates had plummeted by nearly 30.0 percent. By the second
quarter of 2010, more than two years after the recession began, vacancy
peaked at 17.8 percent as a result of the more than 3.7 million square feet
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sublease market and a lack of tenant demand. The market appeared to have
little to look forward to.
However, while the recession was costing millions of people their jobs
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momentum as companies such as Facebook and Apple revolutionized the way
people socialize and communicate. As a result of this progression, a growing
cluster of startups began to emerge focusing on mobile, cloud, and social
technologies that have since propelled the recovering economy into a more
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As a city that fosters innovation and individuality, it once again became the
epicenter for startups and their highly skilled and educated workforce. What
started with a murmur of activity in 2010 eventually led to a marketmoving
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Economy
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Francisco’s economy was not evident until the credit markets crashed in
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numerous businesses. In the 18 months following, more than 41,000 private
sector jobs were lost resulting in an unemployment rate of 10.1 percent: the
highest unemployment rate recorded in more than 20 years, dot.com
bust included.
Despite recordhigh unemployment, the entrepreneurial spirit and the desire of
$*&6)(#)(*:')5#&("#0)#1)(-'%")5*"''"+)7'5*$')*)+%/&%45*&()."%8'")%&)*)+(*"(N3!)
movement that was slowly making a buzz in San Francisco. In 2010 people
were talking tech and the innovative ideas that would take the market, the
country, and the world by storm over the coming years. Facebook had already
'+(*70%+-'.)%(+'01)*+)(-')&'D()/'&'"*(%#&)#1)('5-&#0#/6)*&.)O##/0'),#":'.)
tirelessly to add new features and functions to keep pace with the increasingly
mobile and transient generation. To compete with, and/or complement
companies like these and others, a new crop of mobile, social, and cloud
computing companies was emerging, and clustering in San Francisco.
The rise of the creative class
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a concept that economic growth in the postindustrial era will emerge from
innovation led by a class of knowledge workers, intellectuals, and artists. The
creative class cluster in cities that possess the “three Ts”: talent, tolerance,
and technology. Of the three, San Francisco embodies all in abundance,
but also maintains a traditional business core that positions a creative class
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live because of the jobs, lifestyle, and culture that it has to offer.
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recovery, San Francisco was slowly emerging as an outlier: growth within
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and startups wishing to capitalize on a rich talent pool in San Francisco began
to migrate north from Silicon Valley as the veteran tech market began to feel
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to likeminded entrepreneurs became a necessity for this growing cluster of
startups as the generational pull toward status updates, twitter posts, and
shared property became a way of life that inspired crosscollaboration and
crowdsourcing.
San Francisco’s recovery
What resulted from a buzz of tech growth in 2010 was far greater than anyone
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momentum and consumers. By mid2012, hightechnology employment in San
Francisco had surpassed the dot.com peak by nearly 10,000 jobs and today
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industries still awaiting a complete jobs recovery. Legal services emerged from
Technology driving employment growth
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these trends.
What’s different this time around?
P-').#(;5#$)7##$),*+)*)$*++%8')'D!0#+%#&)#1)M3+()(-*(E).#(;5#$+;)P-')
industry was a vast virtual marketplace of unchartered waters that grew too
big and too fast to be sustained. Additionally, while many dot.coms in the
last cycle received millions in venture capital funding, most did not produce
"'8'&3')#")!"#4(*7%0%(6)(#)5"'*(')*)+3+(*%&'.)73+%&'++)$#.'0)#8'")(%$';)H-%0')
not everyone from that era was a loser and many helped to pave the way for
the successes of this cycle, today’s technology industry is very different. Today,
technology is a part of everyday life and everyday business: virtually every
company is utilizing technology in its operations and is seeking new ways in
which technology can help business grow. As a result, technology is no longer
$%5"#5-%!+)*&.)5#$!3('")!"#/"*$+)[)%(Z+)'5#$$'"5'E)%(Z+)50#3.)5#$!3(%&/E)%(Z+)
social media. Traditional companies are establishing technology arms within
their organization and it’s creating an entirely new type of demand for both
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The depths of the recession
From the third quarter of 2008 through the second quarter of 2010, San
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square foot, while sublease space rose to nearly 2.3 million square feet of
*8*%0*7%0%(6;)P-')9##.)#1)+370'*+')+!*5')#&)(-')$*":'()!0*5'.)+%/&%45*&()
pressure on landlords, who were already struggling with high vacancy, to
maintain competitive rental rates and concessions. Tenants that were in the
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market, despite economic woes, were enjoying an abundance of highquality,
0#,N5#+()+370'*+')#!(%#&+E)$*&6)#1),-%5-)-*.)+%/&%45*&()('"$)"'$*%&%&/)#&)
the lease. If they weren’t doing deals in the sublease market, direct space
offered just as much value, as landlords were offering multiple months of rent
abatement on top of low rents and generous tenant improvement allowances.
Like all downturns, it was the perfect time to make a deal.
Downturns create great value for tenants
Sublease availability (s.f.)
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A time of opportunity
From the end of 2008 through the beginning of 2010, San Francisco was a
tenants’ market, and it was a great time to be a startup. Low rents and plenty
of options made it possible for a company to get setup quickly, and if the
5#$!*&6)&''.'.)(#)/"#,)(-')&'D()6'*")(-'"'),'"')+(%00)#!(%#&+)1"#$),-%5-)
to choose. By the beginning of 2010, blocks over 100,000 square feet were
plentiful, offering 18 blocks totaling 4.4 million square feet. The supply of
large blocks made it possible for many startups to realize local, organic
growth swiftly.
In 2009 a company might have leased 2,000 square feet. In 2010 that same
company may have needed to increase to 10,000 square feet, and in 2011
and 2012 many might have doubled, tripled or more. This was the case for
5#$!*&%'+)0%:')I"#!7#DE)F23*"'E)P,%(('"E)T*$$'"E)*&.)]6&/*E),-%5-)(#.*6)
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2008. Winding down from its growth cycle, the market was still receiving new
inventory by the end of 2008, much of which was delivered vacant. So while
(-')'5#&#$6)-*.&Z()'D!'"%'&5'.)*&6)0#++)#1)M#7+)6'(E)8*5*&56)-*.)*0"'*.6)
begun to creep upward. In 2008, 1.8 million square feet were delivered to the
$*":'()%&)48').'8'0#!$'&(+;)K1)(-#+').'0%8'"%'+E)#&06)(-"'')b&*$')(-'$c)-*.)
done any preleasing amounting to 739,000 square feet. That means that in
2008 nearly 1.1 million square feet were delivered to the market vacant.
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occupy nearly 1.3 million square feet combined, an increase of 1.2 million
square feet since 2008.

From recovery to expansion
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million square feet, and when combined with positive numbers posted in the
second half of 2010 San Francisco had recovered and surpassed all of the
losses incurred during the recession. San Francisco had reached new heights.
Average annual net absorption in the previous two upcycles was 800,000 and
1.2 million square feet, respectively. During 2011 and 2012, average annual net
*7+#"!(%#&)(#!!'.)(-')5-*"(+)*()?;@)$%00%#&)+23*"')1''(;)U"'.%(),*+)0*"/'06).3')
to the technology industry.
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were staggering.

The market’s response
As it became clear that the market was truly recovering, landlords responded
quickly by raising rents. While rent growth began modestly in 2010, it rapidly
accelerated in 2011 and 2012, positioning San Francisco as the fastest
"'5#8'"%&/)#145')$*":'()%&)(-')5#3&("6)*&.)#&')#1)(-')(*"/'()'!%5'&('"+)1#")(-')
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14.9, 9.8, and 3.9 percent, respectively. While rents have skyrocketed, space
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point of 17.8 percent to 11.4 percent in 2013.
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incurred during the recession, San Francisco still has greater vacancy today
than it did prerecession, technology industry and all.

Although the recession was now well under way, 2009 and 2010 also saw new
deliveries. In 2009, one development delivered at only 30.0 percent preleased
*&.)%&)BJ?J)(,#).'8'0#!$'&(+),'"').'0%8'"'.)*()#&06)_@;J)!'"5'&()!"'N0'*+'.;)
Those three additions added another 329,000 square feet of vacant space to
the market.
New construction during recessionary years
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1980

1. 505 Sansome St
180,291 r.s.f.
2. 201 California St
345,600 r.s.f.

1981

1982

1. 595 Market St
428,420 r.s.f.
2. 201 Mission St
482,876 r.s.f.
3. One Front St
638,768 r.s.f.

1. 150 Spear St
1. 655 Montgomery St
280,098 r.s.f.
264,000 r.s.f.
2. 353 Sacramento St 2. 50 Fremont St
276,000 r.s.f.
817,412 r.s.f.
3. 101 California St
1,237,631 r.s.f.
4. One Montgomery St
676,192 r.s.f.

1983

1984

1985

1. 580 California St
1. 201 Spear St
316,068 r.s.f.
266,048 r.s.f.
2. 555 Montgomery St 2. 188 Embasador
228,573 r.s.f.
85,432 r.s.f.
3. 1 Sansome St
611,000 r.s.f.
4. 160 Spear St
295,806 r.s.f.
5. 101 Montgomery St
300,375 r.s.f.
6. 100 Spear St
203,071 r.s.f.
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(19871995) The construction boom of the 1980s lasted for eight years. In the following eight years only 4.9 msf were delivered to the CBD, a 57% decline.

Despite the passage of Prop M in November of
1986, projects already under construction delivered
an additional 3.2 msf to the market by yearend.

35

20

Proposition M is passed by popular vote
After an explosive construction boom in the early
1980s, San Francisco voters overwhelmingly passed
Proposition M, which would limit the amount of office
construction in Downtown San Francisco. Each year,
a total of 950,000 gsf become available for new
developments. Of that total, 875,000 gsf are
reserved for projects over 50,000 gsf. Any unused
allocation can be rolled into the following year. In
metering annual allocations, the city aims to reduce
the occurence of "boom and bust" cycles, among
other goals.

(19801985) Construction boom  more than 8.1 m.s.f.
of new construction are delivered to the CBD

1
1987

1. 388 Market St
1. 301 Howard St
257,040 r.s.f.
307,396 r.s.f.
2. 71 Stevenson St
2. 75 Hawthorne St
327,584 r.s.f.
348,021 r.s.f.
3. 333 Bush St
3. 455 Market St
542,743 r.s.f.
379,203 r.s.f.
4. 33 New Montgomery St
241,794 r.s.f.
5. 90 New Montgomery St
130,000 r.s.f.
6. 123 Mission St
322,942 r.s.f.
7. 222224 Kearny St
120,677 r.s.f.
8. 345 California St
600,000 r.s.f.
9. 6688 Kearny St
221,952 r.s.f.
10. 456 Montgomery St
178,014 r.s.f.
11. 250 Montgomery St
116,078 r.s.f.

1988

3

1989

1. 100 First St
1. 121 Spear St
465,363 r.s.f.
326,001 r.s.f.
2. 303 2nd St
2. 345 Spear St
731,972 r.s.f.
403,415 r.s.f.
3. 275 Battery St
3. 600 Harrison St
475,138 r.s.f.
240,817 r.s.f.
4. 49 Stevenson St
121,179 r.s.f.
5. 505 Montgomery St
329,732 r.s.f.

1990

1. 135 Main St
249,918 r.s.f.
2. 600 California St
346,640 r.s.f.

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1. 235 Pine St
222,852 r.s.f.

Between 1980 and 2012 San Francisco’s CBD has received
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1998

(19952000) Dot.com boom of the 1990s results
in unprecedented rental rate growth and absorption

(20052006) Housing market bubble bursts after
five years of significant home sales and price appreciation

(20002003) Despite the market crash in 2001, projects already
planned and under construction deliver 3.2 msf to the CBD

Housing and credit
boom lends to
significant
investment sales,
but not CBD
development 
only 890,000
square feet
delivered to CBD
in this cycle
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Overvalued
stocks of
underperforming
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eventually lead to
what's known as
the "dot.com
crash"
Rental rates
decline by 62%,
following the
dot.com crash
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Rents record
nearly 59.3%
increases since
market trough 
surpass 2007 peak

CMBSfueled
market
appreciation
comes to a head
Recession officially
begins December
2007

1

Market
fundamentals
bottom: Vacancy
peaks at 17.8%,
rental rates decline
by 26.6%
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1999

1

2

1

1

1

2000

2001

2002

1. 150 California St
249,510 r.s.f.
2. 199 Fremont St
405,000 r.s.f.
3. 101 2nd St
388,370 r.s.f.
4. 275 Sacramento St
75,000 r.s.f

1. 235 2nd St
285,000 r.s.f.

1. 55 2nd St
379,339 r.s.f.
2. 560 Mission St
684,321 r.s.f.

2003

1. 500 Howard St
233,290 r.s.f.
2. 405 Howard St
501,057 r.s.f.

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

1. 400 Howard St
334,230 r.s.f.
2. 555 Mission St
557,015 r.s.f.

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

1. 505 Howard St
286,375 r.s.f.

2014

1. 535 Mission St
307,000 r.s.f.
2. 350 Mission St
451,005 r.s.f.
3. 222 2nd St
452,377 r.s.f.

2015

1. 181 Fremont
420,000 r.s.f.

2016

1. Transbay Tower
1,370,577 r.s.f.

Whether it’s retro architecture or state of the art design, responding to demand at the forefront allows for
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San Francisco’s next era
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while all of this expansion takes place it’s hard not to ask how long
,4"%,--"-304:"
In with the old
By the end of 2011 and into 2012 the market was in need of more supply.
Despite the fact that vacancy had not returned to its previous low point, tenants
completing deals needed something different: large blocks. With a dwindling
supply of large blocks and a growing number of tenants larger than 100,000
square feet in the market, it became apparent that San Francisco was poised to
take advantage of a new opportunity.
Although the market was not yet ready for new construction, there was an
untapped inventory of obsolete buildings that became attractive to owners
and tenants. All of these buildings had the same things in common: they
,'"')5#$!0'('06)8*5*&()*&.)(-'6)&''.'.)'D('&+%8')"'&#8*(%#&+;)H-*()(-'6)
represented to the market were full building vacancies that amounted to more
than 1.8 million square feet of new supply. The buildings were blank canvases,
!'"1'5()1#")*55#$$#.*(%&/)(-%+)&'D()/'&'"*(%#&)#1)#145')#553!%'";)
Preleasing for these renovation projects proved very successful with the city’s
fastestgrowing tech tenants driving the greatest demand. The appeal of an
#0.'"E)0'++)5#"!#"*('N0##:%&/)#145')73%0.%&/)*0+#)*..'.)(#)(-')*!!'*0)#1)(-')0*"/')
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block availabilities, catering to the quirky aesthetic of a young, 20something
startup. In one instance, a fastgrowing tech tenant even initiated action at
*)73%0.%&/)76)$*:%&/)*)+%/&%45*&()0'*+')5#$$%($'&()(-*()30(%$*('06)."#8')*)
renovation project largely catering to their workspace preferences and needs.

comprising just 1.4 million square feet, compared with the high point in 2009
of 18 blocks and 4.4 million square feet. Demand has proven strong, with the
0*5:)#1)+3!!06)%(+)+("#&/'+()%&.%5*(#";)<'&(*0)"*('+)-*.)!#+('.).#370'N.%/%()/*%&+)
yearoveryear since 2010, and absorption and leasing activity were at alltime
highs. Additionally, lending requirements had eased, the stock market was
It was a creative solution for obsolete buildings to become relevant once again, surging, and San Francisco was among the top markets in the world in which
to invest capital. The timing was right for new construction and there was a
and it was a great way for developers to get back into the market as lending
requirements remained stringent and market fundamentals recovered. While it pipeline of entitled projects waiting to break ground.
,*+)*)'D5'00'&()(%$')(#)7')*)('&*&()%&)(-')$*":'(E)%(),*+)*&)'23*006)#!!#"(3&')
time for investors and developers as there was market share to be gained,
^&)*..%(%#&)(#)0*"/')70#5:+E)(-')$*":'(),*+)*0+#)%&)&''.)#1)&',)*&.)'145%'&()
and low pricing to be had. Those brave enough to take the plunge faced little space. Projects already entitled, although lacking the quirky charm of older
competition in a market that was about to take off.
*"5-%('5(3"')(-*()('5-)('&*&(+)!"'1'""'.E)#11'"'.)0*"/')9##")!0*('+)#")'145%'&()
#145')+!*5'E)!'"1'5()1#")7#(-)(-')&'D()/'&'"*(%#&),#":1#"5')*+),'00)*+)("*.%(%#&*0)
industries interested in making an upgrade into brand new space. With
replacement costs now tracking pricing per square foot, it made sense to begin
Redevelopments adding new supply and large blocks
building rather than purchasing a project for renovation.
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P#(*0)<VX
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2013

?AJ)S',)Y#&(/#$'"6d

300,000

)?_LE?AB)

)?>?ELCL)

C_;Je

2013

LLL)V"*&&*&d

)AJJEBCA)

291,401

)?JLELC>)

72.8%

2013

CJC)f#,*".

)BL_E>@C)



)BL_E>@C)

0.0%

2014

CJN_J)f*,(-#"&'d

)CCE@C_)



)CCE@C_)

0.0%

2014

_LJ)G#0+#$d

479,220

)AC_EBAJ)

22,980

`C;Be

2014

C>C)Y%++%#&

307,000



307,000

0.0%

2014

222 Second

)ACBE>@@)



)ACBE>@@)

0.0%

BJ?C

>CJ)Y%++%#&

)AC?EJJC)

444,273

)_E@>B)

`L;Ce

BJ?C

181 Fremont

420,000



420,000

0.0%

BJ?_

Transbay Tower

)?E>@JEC@@)



)?E>@JEC@@)

0.0%

)AECBBEC_A)

)?E>_JEJC_)

d)%&.%5*('+)"'&#8*(%#&)!"#M'5(

30.1%

b4/3"'+)%&503.')*)5#$7%&'.)>BE`L_)";+;1;)"'(*%0)+!*5'c

19,783
108,599

275,011

113,840

456,217
291,401

459,476

1355 Market

168,142

680 Folsom

888 Brannan

V6)6'*"N'&.)BJ?>E)(-'"')5#30.)7')*+)$*&6)*+)+%D)73%0.%&/+)(#(*0%&/)>;>)$%00%#&)
square feet of new construction taking place in San Francisco. Add that to the
four renovation projects and San Francisco is on track to receive more than
A;C)$%00%#&)+23*"')1''()#1)&',)+3!!06)7'(,''&)&#,)*&.)BJ?_;)K1)(-')+%D)&',)
.'8'0#!$'&(+)(-*()-*8')7"#:'&)/"#3&.)#")*"')'D!'5('.)(#)7"'*:)/"#3&.)(-%+)
6'*")48')#1)(-#+')*"')7'%&/).'8'0#!'.)+!'530*(%8'06;)K1)(-')(#(*0).'8'0#!$'&()
pipeline, 1.3 million square feet, or 30.0 percent has been preleased.

140 New Montgomery

Source: Jones Lang LaSalle

Make way for new buildings
If 2012 was the year of renovation, 2013 has become the year of new
construction. Although the market was receiving a supply infusion through
redevelopment projects, large block availabilities continued to dwindle at a
rapid pace. At the start of 2013, there were only nine large blocks available

However, just as developers have gotten started, it seems as though the market
has hit a lull in activity. During 2011 and 2012, 23 leases of 100,000 square
feet or greater were signed in San Francisco, totaling 4.2 million square feet.
This is the highest number of large leases signed in a twoyear period in 20
years. However, since the start of 2013, the ten largest leases signed range
from 42,000 to 97,000 square feet and there are only 12 tenants in the market

for 100,000 square feet or more. While some of these tenants in the market
represent new growth, others will merely renew in place or relocate into the
same size. The demand and appeal of this new supply has not been as strong
*+)'D!'5('.E),%(-)#&06)#&')#1)(-')&',).'8'0#!$'&(+)-*8%&/)5#$!0'('.)*)
transaction. The imperative question is, with leasing momentum seemingly
waning, what impact will this new inventory have on the market?
Let’s assume that all these projects are completed and delivered according
to schedule and consider the impact. Let’s also assume that San Francisco
$*%&(*%&+)!#+%(%8')&'()*7+#"!(%#&)1"#$)&#,)(-"#3/-)BJ?_;)P*:%&/)(-')*8'"*/')
net absorption from the past two upcycles and including today’s market
!'"1#"$*&5'E)*8'"*/')&'()*7+#"!(%#&)%&)*&)*55'0'"*(%&/)$*":'()%+)*!!"#D%$*('06)
1.2 million square feet.
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What new supply could mean to the market
K8'")(-')5#3"+')#1)(-')!*+()?C)6'*"+E)F*&)G"*&5%+5#)-*+)"'5#".'.)&#)$#"')
than four consecutive years of positive net absorption. In this cycle, San
G"*&5%+5#)-*+)'D!'"%'&5'.)*7+#"!(%#&)/*%&+)%&)BJ?JE)BJ??E)*&.)BJ?BE)*&.)
'D!'5(+)*&#(-'")+("#&/)6'*")#1)*7+#"!(%#&)%&)BJ?>;)H-%0')%(Z+)&#()%$!#++%70')1#")
this growth trend to continue, at some point every market’s growth slows and
!'*:+E),%(-)*8'"*/')73+%&'++)5650'+)"*&/%&/)1"#$)(-"'')(#)48')6'*"+;)
While Assumption 1 is the only scenario in which the delivery of new supply
5#3!0'.),%(-)*&&3*0)*7+#"!(%#&)"'+30(+)%&)*)8*5*&56).'50%&')(-"#3/-)BJ?_E)%()%+)
also the most unlikely outcome. Leasing activity has slowed, and the pipeline
#1)('&*&().'$*&.).#'+)&#()"'9'5()#&)'D!*&+%#&)#8'")(-')&'D()BA)$#&(-+;)^1)
we maintain the assumption that the market continues upward, but at a less
*//"'++%8')0'8'0)#1)_JJEJJJ)+23*"')1''()#1)*&&3*0)&'()*7+#"!(%#&E)8*5*&56),%00)
increase upon the delivery of new construction, but end at a rate not much
higher than where the market is today. With just 30.1 percent preleased, the
$*":'()*++3$'+)*)&'()%&5"'*+')%&)8*5*&56)#1)M3+()@_BECJL)+23*"')1''()1"#$)

BJ?>)(-"#3/-)BJ?_;)f#,'8'"E)0%:')X++3$!(%#&)?E)(-%+)+5'&*"%#),#30.)7')-%/-06)
'D5'!(%#&*0;
In Assumption 3, absorption gains decline, with the assumption that the market
slows naturally. While this is more in line with the cyclical nature of a rising,
peaking, and falling market, its result isn’t quite as dire as one might assume.
V6)(-')'&.)#1)BJ?_E)8*5*&56)%+)M3+()?CJEJJJ)+23*"')1''()-%/-'")(-*&)(-*()%&)
Assumption 2. However, like Assumptions 1 and 2, vacancy still declines
(-"#3/-)BJ?CE),-%5-),#30.)M3+(%16)*..%(%#&*0)5#&+("35(%#&).'0%8'"%'+)%&)BJ?_;))
^&)X++3$!(%#&)AE)(-'),#"+(N5*+'N+5'&*"%#)%+)'D*$%&'.)(#)3&.'"+(*&.)(-')
%$!*5()#1)&',)+3!!06)%&)*)"'5'++%#&*"6)$*":'(;)Y##.6Z+)'$!0#6$'&()1#"'5*+(+)
1#")BJ?>)*&.)BJ?A)*"')*!!0%'.)(#)#3")$#+()"'5'&()#145')'$!0#6$'&()4/3"'+)
1#")F*&)G"*&5%+5#;)X7+#"!(%#&)%+)(-'&)5*0530*('.)*()*)"*(')#1)?@C)+23*"')1''()
!'")#145')'$!0#6'')*&.)3+'.)*+)(-')(#(*0)*&&3*0)&'()*7+#"!(%#&)4/3"';)P-')
+*$')"30')%+)*!!0%'.)1#")BJ?C)*&.)BJ?_E)73()*()*)(#(*0)#145')'$!0#6$'&()0#++)#1)
`;J)!'"5'&()[)(-')+*$')0#++)'D!'"%'&5'.).3"%&/)(-')0*+()"'5'++%#&;)H-%0')(-%+)

X++3$!(%#&)?h)S#)*..%(%#&*0)!"'N0'*+%&/)*&.)?;B)$%00%#&)+23*"')1''()#1)*&&3*0)&'()*7+#"!(%#&

has been dubbed the “worstcasescenario” the loss in employment coupled
with the delivery of new supply less severe than losses incurred during the
past two recessions, which resulted in peak vacancy rates of 21.2 and 17.8,
respectively.
The bottom line
Trends in the business and real estate environment indicate that the world
%+)$#8%&/)(#,*".)*)$#"')'145%'&()0*&.+5*!';)P'&*&(+)*"')+'':%&/),*6+)%&)
which they can create an environment that is both collaborative and dense,
thereby driving growth while realizing cost savings from better space utilization.
While this doesn’t mean that the market will rightsize or contract en masse,
future employment growth could result in higherdensity rather than increased
real estate demand. This would justify a decelerating market in which tech
'D!*&+%#&)+0#,+)*&.)("*.%(%#&*0)73+%&'++'+)*.#!()$#"')'145%'&(),#":+!*5';)
H%(-)'$!0#6$'&()/"#,(-)%&)(-')5%(6Z+)5#"')%&.3+("%'+)#1)4&*&5'E)0*,E)*&.)
!"#1'++%#&*0)+'"8%5'+)"'0*(%8'06)9*()*&.)+-#,%&/)0#,)+%/&+)#1)'D!*&+%#&E)(-')
plausibility of Assumption 3 is very real.

f#,'8'"E)(-')"'*0%(6)#1)*)$#"')'145%'&()$*":'().#'+&Z()$'*&)(-*()&#,)$*6)&#()
be the best time to build. On the contrary, these same trends are some of the
secondary drivers that have ignited today’s development boom. With greater
'145%'&56)*&.).'&+%(6)%&)$%&.E)(-'+')&',)73%0.%&/+)+3!!06)(-')$*":'(),%(-)
(-')(6!')#1)+!*5')'++'&(%*0)(#)(*:%&/)5#$!*&%'+)%&(#)(-')&'D()'"*)#1)73+%&'++;)
While the potential increase in vacancy softens the market in the short term,
it will meet the demands of today’s corporate workforce in the long term and
place new developments in a favorable position for future tenant growth.
S#)#&')5*&)7')5'"(*%&),-'"')(-')$*":'()%+)-'*.'.E)73(),')5*&)7')5'"(*%&)
(-*()$*":'(+)*"')5650%5*0g)*5(%8%(6)'77+)*&.)9#,+)*&.)%&&#8*(%#&+)#1)(#.*6),%00)
be replaced by innovations of tomorrow. The commercial real estate market
must adapt with the times. Whether it’s retro architecture or it’s stateofthe
art design, responding to demand at the forefront allows for growth if growth
is to be had  failing to do so could be just as detrimental as acting upon the
assumption that the market will always move upward.

X++3$!(%#&)>h)S#)*..%(%#&*0)!"'N0'*+%&/)7'1#"').'0%8'"6E).'50%&%&/)&'()*7+#"!(%#&)(-"#3/-)BJ?_
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